
Aaahh!!! Real Records & Friends
Or: A 26 track cassette accompanied by some sheets 
of paper with some words on them.

Thank you for a) buying or b) stealing this cassette. That makes you either 
a) rad or b) a rapscallion. Either way, you're reading this now which can 
only be a good thing.

What follows is some brief text about what you are listening to. 
Augmented with precisely zero photos.

Side A: Aaahh!!! Real Records...

Side A consists of 13 tracks from acts on the label. A!RR doesn't “sign” 
anyone to anything. The artists are my friends and I release their music to 
help them. They still own their music and are free to release whatever 
they want on whatever labels they want. Truth be told, it does make me 
sad when bands move on but I fully understand. Sometimes I've got too 
much on to devote enough attention; sometimes you've got a million 
other friends who want to release your music! Still, these 13 tracks 
represent friends of mine who have honoured me with letting me release 
their music.

Emma Hallows

I first met Emma Hallows when we toured together. We didn't plan on 
touring together, but it just sort of happened. I had lined up a tour for my 
MC iPod persona and – coincidentally – my friend Sophie Porter was trying
to line up some dates, alongside Emma, at the same time as my dates. We
ended up doing three dates together so decided to cram all of us – Sophie,
Emma, Laura my guitarist and myself – into Rob's car and attempt to take 
on the UK. Luckily me and Emma got on, otherwise it would have been an 
awkward couple of days.

Obviously, the fact that Emma records music and I release music 



eventually came up and – again, obviously – I ended up releasing some of 
Emma's stuff. So far, we've released “Wankers Up” together, a collection of
demos, EP tracks and covers. The song on this compilation – Ellie's Song – 
is planned to be included on Emma's next EP which – in theory – will be 
available on A!RR in 2014.

Andrew Cream

Years ago – when he was a lot younger than I ever realised – Andrew 
Cream played in a Peterborough-based horror punk called The Ruined. I 
knew The Ruined as I'd got to know their singer Shaun through his old 
band; the ska punk band $up.

As everyone seems to, Andrew eventually went solo. After co-releasing his
split with A Great Notion – alongside Peterborough-based Ashes Records, 
Andrew asked me to help with his “Adapt and Adjust” EP and who am I to 
argue? Leaving it Behind is from that EP.

32FramesPerSecond

32FPS haven't existed for years. When they did exist they were a Norwich-
based skate punk band who I'd got to know through years of me 
promoting gigs in the city and years of them playing them; both as 32FPS 
and their previous incarnation of Onslow. Having released “Hit the Ground
Running” in 2006 through 10 Past 10 Records, 32FPS recorded “Balance”, 
with plans to release it in 2009 through Punktastic Recordings. As time 
passed, Punktastic Recordings ceased to be and – ultimately – 32FPS too 
ceased to be.

Not wanting the album to go unheard, I offered to finally give it a release 
and – in 2013 – “Balance”, which features this track You're Not Beating 
Any Systems, saw the light of day.

Since the demise of 32FPS, singer Greg has moved to Vancouver where he 
plays in the 7 Years Luck. Bassist Rob has played in This Business is Closed, 
Whiskers and toured as a member of The Doublecross. Drummer Alex was



in Home Advantage. Guitarist Chris seemingly disappeared off the face of 
the Earth.

Demon Smiles

My long-suffering girlfriend Claire is originally from Surrey. As such, we 
sometimes find ourselves at gigs in Kingston/South London due to the 
ability to crash at her parents' home. We'd always see this dude around, 
massively tall with massive bleached blond, spiky hair.

I played an MC iPod show at Astbury Castle, i.e. the home of some 
awesome punk types including Oliver John Ward and Micky Dey. 
Aforementioned massively tall dude was there and we eventually got 
talking. Turns out his name is Joe and he's from near Cambridge and has a 
band called Demon Smiles with two awesome people named Cat and 
Steve.

I went home and listened to the demos they had recorded and I was really
into it. Soon enough they played Cambridge and I offered to release their 
upcoming EP.

Bandit the Panther

Some guy I didn't know – but we had mutual friends with – offered me a 
gig in London. Unfortunately I couldn't make it, but I appreciated the offer.
I then got talking to a dude at a show in Norwich and our mutual friend 
Richard Heaven came up and it turned out this guy – Joe Sullivan from 
Bandit the Panther – was the guy who had offered me that gig.

Someone offering me a gig is a great way to make me want to talk to 
them. Luckily, Joe was a great dude and we stayed in touch. I'd initially 
declined to release the Bandit release as – due to Joe's incredibly strong 
work ethic – I didn't believe there was anything I could actually do to help.
Joe self-released the initial run of “I Have This Town” and – after realising I
did want a piece of the action – I released the next batch, with slightly 
altered artwork. Bandit's contribution to this tape, The Schooner, comes 



from this release.

Bandit has primarily been Joe's solo project but – whenever possible – 
he's joined by other members, usually including Dale aka Dave on bass 
and, more recently, Sara from Block Fort on trumpet.

Naomi Randall & Tom Gaskell

I've always maintained that A!RR isn't a 'punk' label and just releases my 
friends music, regardless of genre. Naomi & Tom are a great example of 
this.

Tom is a co-worker of mine in the real world and, as it happens, a highly 
talented music-type-guy. I was putting on a folk gig and needed support 
acts. Tom suggested Naomi Randall as he'd been playing with her as a 
duo. I agreed and not only were they awesome as a duo, Naomi turned 
out to be a wonderful person.

Tom mentioned that they had an album they'd been working on for ages 
and I offered to release it as I wouldn't want it to get forgotten about. 
Lord Gregory is a traditional track given a new spin by the pair, and is from
their self titled full length.

Tim Holehouse

In keeping with the not-a-punk-label theme, Tim Holehouse is a legitimate
blues player. I first met Tim when we played a house show together in 
Southampton and straight away I realised he was an honest guy with 
some great stories, and some great music.

Having played more shows together I quickly threw my hat into the ring to
release “Fighter”, his next full length and the album where La Rambler 
comes from.

The forthcoming year should see a lot of Tim Holehouse/A!RR related 
activity...



Block Fort

The word “supergroup” is thrown around a lot, but Block Fort are actually 
a supergroup. Featuring Pete (Broken Window Effect, This Business is 
Closed, Mustard City Rockers, Billy No Mates and countless others), Sara 
(Damsel, Bandit the Panther), Liam (Let's Go Nowhere), Laura (Damsel, 
part time MC iPod guitarist); they are all lovely people I've known before 
Block Fort ever existed.

They asked if I'd help release their self-titled EP – featuring this track Quit 
Your Job – and of course I said yes before even hearing any of it. Luckily for
me it was a fantastic choice.

Mike Scott / Lay it on the Line

Mike Scott. Not the Waterboys guy, the other one. Miserable bastard but 
all-around good guy. I've known Mike for years, since he was bassist in UK 
skate punk stalwarts Phinius Gage. As previously established, most punks 
end up going solo and Mike is no different.

After releasing a few bits and pieces I offered to release a collection of the
best tracks. “(Almost) Everything Else” was released at the same time as 
Mike's début solo album as a sort-of companion.

When the time came for Mike to record and release his second full length,
I was here to throw money at it and “Fiesta de los Muertos” was released 
and become one of the fastest-selling A!RR releases. Canary Wharf's New 
Prodigy is one of the many highlights of the album.

Mike is also vocalist in hardcore band Lay it on the Line and I released a 
couple of EPs by them before actually giving Mike is own subsidiary label 
of A!RR called Fire Engine Red which – to date – is the only, and will 
probably always be the only, sub label of A!RR. Therapia Lane comes from 
their split 7” with Arizona released through FER/A!RR.



Rilke

Richard Heaven. The aforementioned mutual friend of mine and Joe 
Sullivan's. Richard – or Dick Heaven to his friends (probably) – is someone 
I vaguely knew through the internet before we ended up meeting in the 
real world outside Banquet Records, Kingston, far too early in the morning
for Record Store Day. All good friendships should be formed from record 
buying and greasy spoon breakfasts, courtesy of Spuds, Eden Street, 
Kingston.

Rich ended up being in a very-short lived band called Rilke based in his 
original home of the Isle of Wight. I wanted to be involved so me and Rich 
put together “No One Knows Anyone, Not Really”. A complete discography
of all the sketchy recordings Rilke had including this, a live demo of 
Heraclitus.

Ducking Punches

I used to play Peterborough a lot as MC iPod. So did Brassphemy. One of 
which, Dan Allen, eventually went solo under the name Ducking Punches 
and ultimately moved to Norwich (where I was still living).

Like most of these stories, we became friends and I released some music, 
namely the “Put the Bottle Down, Chinaski” EP. This track, An Open Letter, 
comes from a split with Curves and Nerves (aka Cal Hudson from 
Manbearpig/Other Half). I was never meant to release this split but the 
other plans fell through and I wanted it to see the light, so stuck my oar in 
and got involved!

Gravedale High

I used to be in Gravedale High. Way back when Dave and Rory first formed
the band, I got involved as I wanted to be in a punk band and they needed
a singer. After a couple of demos I left the band and they replaced me 
with the far superior Adrian.



After a couple of other line-up changes – the band is currently on their 
Spinal Tap rivalling fifth full time drummer – Gravedale finally started to 
pick up steam and this track – Bringing You to Life – is the closer from their
début full length “Good Sense of Horror”.

Side B: ...and Friends

Unfortunately I can't release all of my friends' music. I would if I could but,
y'know, money gets in the way. Plus, there are a ton of other awesome 
labels out their releasing music.

A Great Notion

I've known Jordy - the main force behind A Great Notion – for years. I can't
even remember how we met but somehow we did. We've played shows 
together, given each other gigs, and generally hung out. Safe to say, he's a 
good dude. 

A Great Notion was originally his solo project, from his skate punk band 
Sammy's Fatal Mistake. Ultimately Sammy's dissolved and A Great Notion 
gained more and more members.

Drinking For Possibilities is taken from the self-released “Possibilities” EP.

She's Dead Now

Through moving back to Cambridge I got to know various people on the 
Cambridge scene. One of these was an imposing figure called Gaz. I'd 
actually met Gaz before, when we played a show together in 
Peterborough. 

Gaz let me know he was in a new band, so – obviously – I put them on and
loved them. Smashasaurus Hex is one of their original demos.

Albion Gold



Laura from Albion Gold is originally from the UK, although now living in 
Australia, where the rest of the band are from. We'd originally met when 
we played a show together in Southampton and managed to stay in touch,
even after she moved to the other side of the planet.

AG have released a steady stream of demos, culminating in the release of 
“Death is a Jaguar Warrior”, a compilation of everything they've recorded 
thus far including, naturally, Fire Walk With Me.

Alt Track

As mentioned previously, I'd played a few shows at a house in London 
called Astbury Castle because my good friend Jugs (aka Oliver John Ward) 
was living there. One of the other occupants was a dude, originally from 
Bradford, called Micky. Micky is half of this two-piece duo who'd I'd heard 
of, but had never got around to listening to.

Having finally listened to Alt Track – specifically their latest release 
“Whistleblowers” – I liked them enough to want to include Taking the 
Edge Off on here.

Austere

Whenever you're a promoter, new bands will always find you and tell you 
they exist. Sometimes they turn out to be great guys and a great band. 
Austere is one such case of this. In fact, me and vocalist Liam were briefly 
co-workers.

Even if they hadn't found me, the imposing sight of the legitimate seven 
foot Liam would have made me take note. Drive is currently unreleased 
and should be on their forthcoming EP.

Bloody Knees

Me and Rob – the other half of our United Cambridge promotions team – 
went to the Green Mind Gigs Christmas party a couple of years ago to 



essentially scout local bands. The one band that really stood out was 
Bloody Knees. 

Obviously we asked them to play some shows for us and they turned out 
to be some rad dudes. Dead is from their self-titled EP, released on limited
cassette by Heartthrob Records. Expect big things for Bloody Knees...

Bad Ideas

Sam used to be in ace Lincoln band The Living Daylights (who are still ace, 
with a different line-up). Sam eventually went solo as Bad Ideas which 
seemed to suit him more. Bad Ideas eventually became a four-piece with 
my good friend, Norwich-dweller and Block Fort member Pete Wright on 
drums.

The Easy Life is from their second full-length “Compromise” released on a 
handful of ace European labels.

Dangle Manatee

When I moved back to Cambridge, one of the first new people I met was a
dude called Hugh. Hugh was from Durham, but studying in Cambridge, 
and putting on acoustic punk shows. It was the opportunity to run some 
gigs with Hugh that made me (quickly) go back on my pledge to not run 
gigs any more. 

Having performed solo for years, Hugh now performs as part of the duo 
Dangle Manatee and I Would Use My Antlers... is from their European Tour
demo.

Project Mork

Norwich-based Project Mork have been going for years. Literally, many 
years. In fact, nearly 20 years. Suffice to say, in my 8ish years of living in 
Norwich I was bound to come across Mork at some point.



Deprohibition is taken from their demo recording “Willies Out”, and a new 
EP should be with us soon.

In addition to Project Mork, Chris can be found moonlighting as the bassist
in my aquatic-themed band Mussels.

Uniforms

I'd gone to see Sam Russo play an acoustic punk show a while back. One 
of the other dudes was a miserable Scot called Tragical History Tour. I took 
an instant liking to THT – or Derrick, Deeker or Deek – especially as we 
spent the evening sitting down and being miserable about everything 
together. 

Fast forward to the present and Deek is in a band called Uniforms as well 
as running Make-That-a-Take Records and the yearly Book-Yer-Ane-Fest. 
Not Tonight comes from their MTAT-released split with Loaded 45 from 
Colorado.

Wegrowbeards

If someone tells you there's a folk punk band – but all their songs are 
about historical events – you're likely to pay attention. You'll pay more 
attention once you hang out with them a few times and it turns out that 
they are all awesome guys.

Wegrowbeards released a split with some more friends of ours, Young 
Attenborough, and Emmeline – about famed activist Emmeline Pankhurst 
– comes from that release (put out by the ever-awesome Cats? Aye! 
Records).

Turtle Lamone

Even though me and Raph – aka Turtle – are both from Cambridge; we 
didn't actually meet until after I'd left the city. At the time, Raph was 
drumming in a punk band called The Edelweiss Pirates. 



Ultimately, Raph moved to Scotland and picked up a piano and, thus, 
Turtle Lamone was born. Between the Bar and the Beat comes from his 
second release, the “Unlikely Friends” EP and sees more full-band 
arrangements.

Molasses

Katie – drummer from Molasses – temped at my day job and it came up 
quite quickly that we were both in bands. Luckily, she was rad. Since then 
we've played shows together where I've met Alessia, the – equally rad – 
other half of this two-piece.

Molasses have self-released a couple of EPs and Rust comes from the 
“Hasty Pudding” EP.
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